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The contents of this calendar will help you achieve inner peace and mindfulness as you go about

your day. From words of wisdom from Zen masters to traditional Zen sayings, youll find some of the

best quotes from throughout the ages in these pages. Striking photos make it all the more

compelling. Day-at-a-Time box calendars make a perfect gift, for someone on your list or for

yourself! Day-at-a-Time box calendars feature full-color, page-a-day designs (Saturday/Sunday

combined) and a sturdy, self-standing easel.
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This is just lovely, and a great price. I accidentally ordered two instead of one, and there was no

problem whittling my order down to the one I wanted. Now, however, because I like it so much (it's

hard to tell until you actually break open the package and page through the lovely pictures on each

page), I'm thinking about ordering a second, for my office!;-) I've seen the black 'n white Zen

calendars, and was prepared to order one, but was delighted to see there's now a color version too!

Love it!! Just call me Zenise.....

I'm partially bummed out about this calendar. When I opened it, pieces of glue went all over the

place as the glue that holds the pages together crumbled apart. I would have returned but it is

technically useable as the pages sit on a stand and who knows if the next one would be the same

quality so oh well. The pictures aren't super high quality but I enjoy my day by day Harry Potter. I

had one in my room when I was younger and I loved seeing the next page and scrap booking with

them. While I've grown out of that a little I do enjoy the movie memories with quotes sprinked in.



Great addition to my desk at work!

It was a little more expensive than the other common Zen page-a-day, but it is so much more

pleasing to look at. It only has a handful of images that are recycled throughout the pages, but the

general layout, font choices, and colors so much nicer that I don't mind paying the extra dough. It

even has a mini month calendar on each page that I find infinitely useful to have available at a

glance. I removed a star because the pages immediately became detached from the plastic backing

when I opened it, and the stand itself is flimsy to the point that it sits open too wide causing the

calendar to lay at a weird angle. Overall it's just a nice thing to have in my life.

Beautiful calender. My my only issue was that it was not glued properly and I had to tape the plastic

base to the calendar body.

This calendar has great quotations in it. I knocked off a star because there are only 7 pictures in this

page a day calendar. The same 7 pictures repeat every week. That seems like lazy publishing to

me, and kind of false advertising this as a full color calendar. I mean, who expects a page a day

color calendar to only have 7 pictures in it? Not that the 7 photos they chose aren't nice in a very

low key zen style.

I surprised the love of my life with this last year. It was the best Christmas present ever. He loved it

so much he kept telling me about it and thanking me for it and displays it on his desk at work. I

thought I'd get him another one for Christmas this year. I must say I was disappointed in the

shipping. It came with 2 other wall calendars which look so pristine however the box to this looks

like it has taken a beating. I always appreciate good presentation in gift giving and not like it was

stuck at the bottom of a barrel. Thankfully it is covered in shrink wrap on the inside and everything

will be good. I can't wait to give it to him and watch him light up. I think this will be a new tradition.

I bought this calendar three years ago, and I've re-purchased it every year since. I tried another zen

calendar at one point, and didn't realize what I was missing with this model. The daily picture is

aesthetically pleasing to look at, you have a monthly calendar view in the lower corner, and the

quotes are concise but thoughtful and, at times, inspirational. Highly recommend it.

My granddaughter is a big Harry Potter fan. I got this desk calendar with each day of the year Harry



Potter trivia. She can't wait until 2017 to start using this fun calendar. She loved this birthday gift.
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